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Our Code is a guide to help us do our jobs in an ethical and honest manner. It applies to everyone at Ardent. We are all responsible for upholding the high standards outlined in our Code. This is how we carry out our Purpose: caring for people—our patients, their families and each other.

The theme of our Code is One Person, One Moment, One Decision. It emphasizes the responsibility we have to make the best and most ethical decisions each and every day. It is a way of understanding ethical, professional and legal duties as a collection of individual decisions.

This theme echoes our tag line, the “Power of One.” Our patients’ experiences often come down to a single person. It’s that exceptional nurse, physician or staff member who serves with compassion and professionalism and creates a beneficial and memorable patient experience. This is how we build lasting impressions and patient loyalty.

Reading, understanding and following our Code makes Ardent a better company and sets us apart from our competitors. One person, one moment, one decision at a time.

Thank you,
David T. Vandewater, President and CEO
Our Purpose, Mission, Vision, Values and Philosophy
Our Purpose

Our Purpose is caring for people: our patients, their families and one another.

Our Mission

Ardent Health Services is a premier provider of healthcare services, delivered with compassion for patients and their families, with respect for employees, physicians and other health professionals, with accountability for our fiscal and ethical performance, and with responsibility to the communities we serve.

Our Vision

Ardent Health Services and its affiliates will be the healthcare providers of choice for our patients, employees, physicians and other health professionals by consistently performing at a superior level, while maintaining sound ethical standards and returning a fair value to our financial partners.

Our Values

Above all, Ardent’s leadership and caregivers remain true to our core values:

• We are dedicated to meeting the healthcare needs of our patients.
• We treat patients, employees, physicians and others with respect and compassion.
• We partner with physicians to provide the best care possible for our patients.
• We work to foster a fulfilling and challenging workplace for all.
• We continuously seek ways to improve the quality of care delivered to our patients.
• We act with responsibility and accountability in the communities we serve.
• We expect 100 percent compliance with ethical and regulatory standards.
• We are dedicated to providing a fair return for our investors.
Our Philosophy

Every action we take at Ardent is built on three key tenets:

- Ardent recognizes that each Hospital is as unique as the community it serves.
- We believe in working with employees and physicians to improve the quality of care, patient safety and customer service, and we measure all three continuously.
- We reinvest in our facilities—helping our Hospitals expand services, enhance technology and add new programs that fulfill their missions.

Our mission, vision, values and philosophy inform every section of our Code. By reading, understanding and following our Code, we can apply these core beliefs every day.

Commitment to Ethical Business Conduct

Ardent Health Services\(^1\) is committed to the highest standards of business conduct in our relationships with each other, with companies with which we do business and with our stockholders and others. This requires that we conduct our business in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations and with the highest standards of business ethics.

Our Code of Business Conduct and Ethics states the fundamental principles and key policies and procedures that govern the conduct of our business. This Code describes standards of conduct and expectations for all employees, officers and directors of Ardent.

\(^1\) The terms "Ardent Health Services" or the "company" as used in this document refer to Ardent Health Partners, Inc. and its subsidiaries, unless otherwise stated or indicated by context.
One Person, One Moment, One Decision

The Americas Division is Ardent's most geographically diverse group of hospitals, with locations in Idaho, Kansas and New Jersey. Across all of these locations we share a common commitment to excellence and integrity, understanding that compliance is everyone’s responsibility. Our deep commitment to ethical standards protects our patients—and our company—from harm. The Code of Conduct is one of the essential tools we use to guide our daily decisions. We encourage every employee to report any activity that does not meet these standards of conduct.

Matt Maxfield
Division President, Americas Division
Ardent’s reputation and success are created one person, one moment and one decision at a time. We each play a crucial role in upholding our Purpose and living our values.

As providers of healthcare, we are united in our Purpose—caring for people: our patients, their families and one another.

Our values support our Purpose and guide our business decisions. They are a fundamental expression of who we are and what we stand for. The guidance in our Code supports us in living our values by connecting them to our day-to-day responsibilities.
How to Use the Code

Our Code is a practical resource meant to guide our decisions and actions. We should read and understand its guidance and refer to it often. It applies to all of us at Ardent.

Each section of our Code lays out the principles and commitments that we uphold. The specific guidance in each section helps translate those principles to the decisions we make every day.

Although the Code covers many topics, it cannot provide instructions for every situation that may occur. In these cases, we use our values and the Ethical Decision-Making framework to guide us.

Policy links provided in our Code refer to the Ardent Corporate policies only. Employees will access their facility-adopted policies at their specific facility site within PolicyTech.
OUR RESPONSIBILITIES AND OBLIGATIONS

Everyone’s Responsibilities

Each of us at Ardent has a responsibility to:

- Read, understand and follow our Code
- Ask for help if we are unsure about a decision
- Speak up if we see ethical concerns or misconduct

Special Responsibilities of Managers and Supervisors

If you supervise others, you have additional responsibilities to:

- Make sure those you lead understand and follow the Code
- Model ethical behavior in your own work and leadership
- Provide the resources needed for your staff and vendors to do their work ethically
- Take every report of misconduct seriously and follow up to ensure it is handled appropriately

Applicability

The Code applies to everyone at Ardent. We are all responsible for knowing and following our Code and living up to its principles every day. That includes full-time and part-time employees, exempt and non-exempt. The concepts described in the Code also apply to those who do business with us, including vendors, third-party contractors and affiliated healthcare providers.

Waivers

Waivers of this Code for directors, employees and officers may be made only by the Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee of the Board and must be promptly disclosed to all stockholders. This Code may be amended or modified at any time by the Board of Directors.
Making Ethical Decisions

Doing what is right is not always a simple task. This decision-making model will help you work through ethical decisions.

- **is it legal?**
  - **YES**
  - **NO**
  - **???**

  Ask yourself if the action is allowed by the law.

- **is it allowed?**
  - **YES**
  - **NO**
  - **???**

  Ask yourself if the action is allowed by our Code, policies and procedures.

- **is it consistent with our values?**
  - **YES**
  - **NO**
  - **???**

  Ask yourself if the action is in keeping with our values.
Asking Questions, Raising Concerns

If we see something inappropriate or unethical, or if we witness anything that goes against our mission and principles, there is no question about what we should do—our duty is to report it. If immediate intervention can prevent further harm and can be accomplished without risk of harm to you, affirmative steps should be taken to bring the situation to a halt. By speaking up, we are looking out for the good of our colleagues, our patients and our communities, as well as the long-term health of Ardent.

We also have a duty to fully comply and cooperate with investigations. Failure to report a known issue or any attempt to obstruct a report or investigation could result in disciplinary action. We all have to work together to maintain our company’s integrity.

Ardent has many resources available if you need help. You can raise ethical concerns or questions with:

- Your direct supervisor
- Your department manager
- Your facility’s Human Resources Director
- Your facility’s Compliance Officer
- Your facility’s CEO or CFO
- Your Division Compliance Officer
- The Ardent Chief Compliance Officer
- The Ethics Line

Ethics Line

The Ethics Line is a confidential resource for raising ethical concerns at any time. It is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Call the Ethics Line toll-free at (800) 633-2939 or access the secured website: www.ardenthealth.ethicspoint.com

To ensure fairness and confidentiality, the Ethics Line is staffed by non-Ardent specialists who will listen, ask questions and document concerns. On the secured website, you can file your report by answering prompted questions. A confidential case number and security code will be provided for reference.

Confidentiality and Anonymity

Ardent will always handle reports and investigations in a confidential manner to the fullest extent possible. Reports can be made anonymously through the Ethics Line. Sensitive and identifying information will be protected to the fullest extent allowed by law.

Zero Tolerance for Retaliation

Anyone who makes a good-faith report is protected from retaliation. Any information you provide is treated confidentially, within the limits of practicality and the law. Furthermore, we will not tolerate any actions meant to punish or retaliate against an employee who reports a concern. All instances of substantiated retaliation will result in disciplinary action.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN I REPORT AN ISSUE?

- Your report is sent to Ardent’s Corporate Compliance Department.
- The Corporate Compliance Department assigns your report to the appropriate Division Compliance Officer.
- The Division Compliance Officer will investigate the report or assign the report to an appropriate individual to investigate.
- Concerns raised about workplace conditions are referred to Human Resources for investigation and resolution.
- When you call the Ethics Line or report using the website, a case number and security code will be provided to you. With this information, you can call the Ethics Line at any time for general updates on the investigation. However, due to patient and employee privacy concerns, specific details will likely be unavailable.

Every report that raises compliance concerns will be investigated thoroughly. We all have a responsibility to cooperate honestly and fully with investigations.
CONSEQUENCES OF NON-COMPLIANCE

Ardent makes every reasonable effort to prevent or detect conduct not in compliance with our Code and to correct any such conduct that may occur as soon as possible after its discovery.

Violating our Code can harm our reputation or our relationships with fellow employees, patients and their family members and communities. Depending on the circumstances, such violations could also subject Ardent and/or the individual(s) involved to civil and/or criminal penalties.

There may be sanctions if someone breaks the law, violates Ardent’s Code or exhibits poor ethical judgment. Subject to applicable law and agreements, employees, officers and directors who violate this Code and/or other Ardent policies and procedures may be subject to disciplinary action, including an oral warning, a written warning, a written reprimand, suspension or termination.

Remedial action for outside parties working on behalf of Ardent could entail contract termination, referral to licensing authorities or peer review and a ban from Ardent premises.
OUR COMPLIANCE PROGRAM

Ardent has established a Compliance Program that will exercise due diligence to prevent and detect violations of law. This program also promotes an organizational culture that encourages a commitment to compliance with the law.

Ardent’s Chief Compliance Officer (CCO) has direct access to the Board of Managers or a subgroup of the Board without the need to report to any other individual at Ardent.

As part of Ardent’s Compliance Program, the CCO or designee:

- Conducts investigations and, when appropriate, includes subject matter experts
- Coordinates internal compliance review and monitoring activities
- Initiates audits based on the OIG workplan, industry risk and other internal data analytics
We Care About Each Other

As UT Health East Texas continues to serve the residents of East Texas, our team of caregivers is as diverse as each of the communities we serve. Yet we are bound together by a desire to serve others and by our commitment to doing what is right for our patients, their families and each other.

Everyone who passes through the doors of our facilities should feel confident not only about the care we provide, but also about our high ethical standards, our honesty and our integrity. Thank you for your commitment to upholding the principles and practices in our Code of Conduct. One person, one moment, one decision can make a difference.

Moody Chisholm
Division President, East Texas Division
WE EMBRACE DIVERSITY, INCLUSION AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

Ardent is committed to fostering diversity and providing equal opportunity based on merit and fair treatment.

Why It Matters

Diverse talents, perspectives and backgrounds make us who we are. By being inclusive and ensuring everyone feels able to contribute, we can draw on these diverse characteristics to make better decisions, solve problems more creatively and work more efficiently. Attracting and keeping the best people means hiring and promoting based on skill and experience. It’s not only the right thing to do, but it’s our legal responsibility to prevent discrimination.

How We Care

To embrace diversity and inclusion, we:

- Treat others fairly
- Build our teams with diversity in mind
- Seek out and listen to the points of view of others with courtesy and respect
- Speak out if we feel our views or those of others are being disrespected
- Refuse to accept any excuse for discrimination—there are none

We do not discriminate based on:

- Age
- Sex
- Gender identity
- Sexual orientation
- Race
- Color
- National origin
- Citizenship
- Ethnicity
- Disability
- Religion
- Marital status
- Pregnancy
- HIV status
- Military service or affiliation
- Genetic information
- Bankruptcy
- Any other status protected by law

Our non-discrimination policy applies to every aspect of employment, including:

- Recruiting
- Hiring
- Compensation
- Benefits
- Performance evaluations
- Promotions
- Demotions
- Transfers
- Disciplinary action
- Terminations
- Staff reductions or layoffs

Learn more:

- Equal Employment Opportunity and Anti-Discrimination-HR-Corp
WE FOSTER A RESPECTFUL WORK ENVIRONMENT

Ardent believes that everyone is entitled to dignity, respect and a work environment free from harassment.

Why It Matters

Showing respect to our colleagues and communities is fundamental to our role as providers of care. Recognizing and preventing harassment, bullying and other improper conduct strengthens our relationships and creates a safe, supportive work environment.

How We Care

To create a positive work environment, we:

• Treat one another with dignity and respect
• Avoid saying or doing anything that others might find offensive or degrading
• Immediately report harassment or offensive conduct to the Human Resources Department, to Compliance or to the Ethics Line. If immediate intervention can prevent further harm and can be accomplished without risk of harm to you, affirmative steps should be taken to bring the situation to a halt.

Learn more:
• Non-Discrimination and Anti-Harassment-HR-Corp
What Does Harassment Look Like?

- It can be about what we say or write (to one another in person or on social media), including racial, ethnic or gender-based slurs, jokes or stereotypes or using threatening, loud or abusive language.
- It can be about what we do, such as unwelcome touching, making sexual advances or blocking someone’s path.
- It can be about what we display, such as placing what others may consider pornographic or sexually suggestive photos or materials in an office cubicle or potentially offensive slogans, posters or bumper stickers in or on Ardent property.

When it comes to harassment, the question isn’t what we mean or intend by our words or actions, but how others might perceive or react to them.

One Person. One Moment. One Decision.

Nancy and Frances have worked together for over two years. They often confide in each other regarding personal and work matters. In one such conversation, Nancy tells Frances she is fearful of a male employee who shows up at her desk several times a day. He also shows up at her car late at night when she leaves work. She feels uncomfortable with his behavior and says she feels she is being stalked. She is concerned the issue may escalate.

Frances is not sure what to do. She worries about retaliation if she reports the employee. But because of her concern for Nancy, she decides to contact the Ethics Line to report the issue.
WE MAINTAIN A SAFE, HEALTHY AND SECURE WORKPLACE

At Ardent, we all take responsibility for keeping ourselves, our patients and our communities safe, secure and healthy.

Why It Matters

Safety is a top priority. We always comply with OSHA and other government regulations that are in place to protect us. Not only is it the right thing to do, but it allows us to better care for our patients.

How We Care

To keep everyone safe, we:

- Know and follow all policies and procedures related to health and safety
- Never take unnecessary risks or direct anyone else to do so
- Know what to do in case of injury or other workplace emergencies and cooperate during emergency drills
- Report any unsafe conditions or behaviors immediately
- Call law enforcement in the case of imminent danger

As a healthcare provider, we also take special precautions with hazardous materials, infectious diseases and other biomedical concerns. We always follow all policies regarding personal hygiene, sanitation, sterilization and disposal of materials.

No Tolerance for Violence

Violence and threats of violence are unacceptable. We:

- Never bring a weapon, firearm or explosive into a facility
- Never strike another person
- Never threaten another person
- Never stalk another person

Learn more:

- [Workplace Violence - HR - Corp](#)
WE PREVENT ABUSE OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES, 
DRUGS AND ALCOHOL AT WORK

Ardent maintains the highest standards of handling and dispensing controlled substances and strictly prohibits the possession or use of alcohol and illegal drugs.

**Why It Matters**

Every day we administer thousands of doses of controlled substances. The way we handle and dispense these medications is subject to federal and state regulations. In addition, the use of illegal substances and alcohol poses a danger to the health of the user and of our patients.

Violating our substance abuse policy will lead to disciplinary action. Anyone who is suspected of drug abuse could be asked to submit to a drug test.

**How We Care**

We ensure the highest standards by:

- Understanding the controlled substance policies and protocols at our facilities
- Following all policies completely every time we handle a controlled substance
- Never bringing illegal drugs or other controlled substances onto Ardent property
- Never consuming or being under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol while at work
- Talking to a manager if we see a colleague who may be under the influence of alcohol or drugs while at work
Prescription Medications

Taking over-the-counter drugs or prescription medications is not considered substance abuse. You may carry these medicines with you and take them as prescribed during the course of your work day. However, be aware of all potential side effects, especially when you first start a new medicine or change the dosage. Many legal pharmaceuticals could also impair your judgment and negatively affect your work performance.

Don’t hesitate to talk with your supervisor or Human Resources Director if you have any concerns. If you believe someone else is abusing a substance, don’t wait. Report it to your supervisor or call the Ethics Line right away.

One Person. One Moment. One Decision.

Randy and Jim work together on the same patient care unit and have become friends. During their shift, Randy tells Jim that he sometimes drinks alcohol during breaks to calm his nerves.

Jim debates what to do with this information. On one hand, Jim and Randy are friends and Jim does not want to get Randy in trouble. Randy is not acting impaired; however, Jim knows it is against company policy to have alcohol in your system while at work.

Jim determines that even if Randy does not seem impaired, his judgment could still be affected, which could affect the quality of patient care. Jim decides to report to HR immediately.
We Care About Our Patients

You can’t always see amazing, but you can feel it at Hillcrest every day. For more than 100 years, Hillcrest HealthCare System (HHS) has provided quality, care, trust and convenience to our patients. That’s due to our employees and the superior healthcare and experience they provide.

Our Code of Conduct guides us to improve healthcare in a safe, ethical and positive work environment. Every HHS team member plays an important role in holding our organization to the standards set forth in the Code. Thanks for changing lives for the better, every day.

Kevin Gross
Division President, Oklahoma Division
WE PROVIDE THE HIGHEST QUALITY CARE

Ardent is committed to providing high-quality health services to every patient, with every procedure, in every decision, every day.

Why It Matters

Continuous improvement in quality of care and patient safety is a top priority at Ardent. We continuously seek ways to improve the quality of care delivered to our patients. We care for people when they are the most vulnerable. It’s a big responsibility and one we take seriously.

How We Care

To maintain the highest-quality care possible, Ardent goes beyond what is legally required of us. We embrace best practices with a comprehensive quality program that investigates, evaluates and incorporates recommendations from trusted government, academic and medical sources.

To ensure the highest-quality care, we:

- Never bypass quality controls or take shortcuts that compromise the quality or safety of our products
- Are mindful of quality in all we do
- Report quality concerns right away
WE DELIVER COMPASSIONATE CARE

Ardent sees our patients and their families as people first and treats everyone with respect and compassion.

Why It Matters

The way we deliver care is as important as the care we deliver. Compassion is integral to our role as healthcare providers.

How We Care

We make sure to treat each and every patient and patient family member with dignity, respect and compassion—each and every day. We remember that compassion is a vital component of our patients’ recovery journeys.
WE ADMINISTER EMERGENCY TREATMENT

At Ardent, we provide emergency care to all patients.

Why It Matters

The Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) requires hospitals to provide emergency medical treatment to all patients—including pregnant women and their unborn children—regardless of their ability to pay.

How We Care

Anyone who comes to one of our Hospitals with an emergency medical condition is given a medical screening examination and necessary stabilization according to the capability and capacity of our facility. If medically necessary, emergency patients are admitted and treated or stabilized.

We only transfer a patient if our facility does not have the capacity or capability of treating the patient, or if the patient or guardian requests the transfer. In these cases, the patient is transferred to an appropriate facility after the facility receiving the patient provides formal acceptance.

In medical emergencies, or if the patient is in labor, we do not delay the medical screening examination or necessary stabilizing treatment in order to collect financial and demographic information.

Learn more:

- Table of Contents for EMTALA Policies

One Person. One Moment. One Decision.

It is a busy night in the emergency room while Lucy is working the triage desk. A patient with a hand injury comes to the triage desk and requests treatment. Lucy records the patient’s information and realizes his hand injury is very serious. She knows it’s unlikely that they will be able to treat the injury at her facility—they will need to transfer the patient to another facility ten miles away.

Lucy believes that by the time the patient is checked in and evaluated by a physician, he could already be at the other facility receiving treatment. Lucy considers whether she should tell the patient to go to the other facility without being evaluated.

Lucy then recalls that anyone who requests emergency treatment must have a medical screening exam before they can be transferred to another facility. Lucy registers the patient, notifies the emergency staff and escorts the patient to a treatment room.
WE ARE THOUGHTFUL DURING ADMISSIONS AND TREATMENT

Ardent admits, treats and discharges patients based on medical necessity.

Why It Matters

We are committed to creating a safe, compassionate treatment environment where patients and their families understand their individual condition or illness, as well as the recovery process. This includes providing, upon request, reasonable modifications of policies, practices and procedures, as well as auxiliary aids and services, where necessary, to provide access for the disabled to our services. Patients are admitted only for medically necessary reasons and discharged when continued treatment is no longer medically necessary. Our hospital management teams ensure that employees and medical staff members never feel pressured to admit or discharge patients on any basis other than medical requirements.

How We Care

Admissions
Our criterion for admission is pure and simple. Does this person need this level of care? Patients are admitted if—and only if—treatment is medically necessary and appropriate. We do not discriminate in any way based on a patient’s age, gender, disability, race, religion, sexual orientation or any other unlawful basis.

Treatment
As soon as possible, we provide our patients or patients’ representatives with information regarding the diagnosis and anticipated treatment plan.

We provide a clear explanation of the right to refuse or accept care, the right to make advance directives, the risks and benefits associated with available treatment options, information about organ donation or procurement and financial and insurance information. Discharge planning begins at the time of admission and continues throughout the treatment process. We include the patient, the patient’s family or guardian, if appropriate, and the clinical team in the discharge planning process.

Discharge
Sending patients home as soon as they’re stable and informed is our ultimate goal. That’s why we begin discharge planning on the day of admission. Our clinical teams consult with our patients, along with any representatives they wish to include, to set expectations, plan the discharge and arrange any follow-up treatment or care. We want patients to go home equipped with the knowledge and the assistance they need to continue their recovery.
WE COMMUNICATE PATIENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Ardent upholds all patient rights and provides information necessary for patients to understand their rights and responsibilities.

Why It Matters

From admission through discharge, patients have rights regarding their healthcare and should understand each Hospital’s expectations of patients receiving care. All patients have certain rights, some dictated by federal law, others by state law. We follow all laws and give every patient or designated representative a written statement of these Patient Rights and Responsibilities as part of the admission process.

How We Care

To uphold Patient Rights, we:

- Offer patients treatment and services without discrimination based on any category protected by state or federal law
- Provide each patient, in terms that the patient understands, an explanation of his or her plan of care
- Allow patients the right to refuse services
- Ensure every patient and their caregiver receives, as soon as possible, free services of a translator or interpreter to facilitate communication between the patient and healthcare personnel

These are a just few of the patient’s rights—each Hospital publishes its own list of Patient Rights and must give a copy to each patient prior to treatment.
**One Person. One Moment. One Decision.**

Mark has been admitted to a facility. On admission, it was noted in the electronic record that his primary language is Spanish.

The next day, the decision is made to operate on Mark. Despite the note regarding his primary language, the medical record does not show that an interpreter was called to explain the procedure. In addition, there is no notation on the consent form that it was translated for the patient.

While ensuring all necessary paperwork has been obtained, the nurse, Sally, notices that Mark is speaking only Spanish but was provided the consent form in English. Sally becomes concerned that Mark may not understand what he is being told. She contacts Interpreter Services to have someone explain consent to Mark, see if he has questions and confirm that Mark consents to the procedure. Sally documents these actions in the medical record, including the need for an interpreter.

**Learn more:**

- [Ard 1557 Dissemination of Non-Discrimination Notice and Statement Policy-CD-Corp](#)
- [Ard 1557 Grievance Procedure for Discrimination – Section 504/1557-CD-Corp](#)

You can learn more about patient rights on each affiliate's website and obtain a copy from your local patient registration department.
WE PROTECT PATIENT CONFIDENTIALITY

Ardent protects confidential patient information and fully complies with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).

Why It Matters

Patients share a great deal of confidential medical data with us, including family medical histories, personal medical histories, diagnoses, prognoses, test results and medications. HIPAA is a federal law that regulates the access, use, disclosure and processing of this health information. We follow all laws and give every patient or designated representative a notice of privacy practices as part of the admission process.

How We Care

To uphold patient confidentiality, we never:

- Disclose or access patient information unless necessary and authorized
- Discuss a patient’s confidential matters in public places, such as elevators, waiting rooms, planes or restaurants
- Post patient information on social media networks and websites, even if we think it doesn’t reveal a patient’s identity

Ardent has a comprehensive HIPAA Privacy and IT Security program that meets the following standards:

- Each facility has a Privacy Officer, maintains HIPAA policies and has a HIPAA Breach/Privacy Committee
- Our IT Security Department conducts and maintains an annual security risk assessment
- We track and monitor HIPAA concerns and report any disclosures
- We continuously monitor IT security and privacy risks
- We use secure phone and computer networks in all our communications
- When working with patient records, we use only approved systems for any transmission
- We take HIPAA compliance seriously and will apply disciplinary action when appropriate
- If we suspect a violation of HIPAA or a leak of confidential patient information has occurred, we report it within 60 days in accordance with the HIPAA Privacy Rule
Documenting Incidents in RADAR

The RADAR software is available for employees to submit a potential privacy incident. All incidents are documented in RADAR. Within the RADAR software, an improper use or disclosure of information is reviewed to determine the level and amount of information that has been disclosed. The Privacy Officer will notify the patient and report the disclosure to the Office for Civil Rights when appropriate.

One Person. One Moment. One Decision.

Dan, a coder, has recently obtained a power of attorney for his father’s medical decisions. Unfortunately, his father lives several states away, so Dan is always worried about him. As a coder, Dan has the ability to access his father’s health information within the electronic health record (EHR) platform. Dan knows his father just had a physician office visit during which labs were completed. Dan wants to know the results, but calling his father to find out is a struggle. Before Dan looks up his father’s information, he emails the Privacy Officer to see if it is appropriate.

The Privacy Officer reminds Dan that it would never be appropriate to access a family member’s or friend’s records through his access as a coder. The Privacy Officer suggests that Dan register for the Hospital’s normal patient portal access process that is available to all patient-authorized family members.

Learn more:

- Table of Contents for HIPAA Privacy Policies
We Care About Our Industry

Whether you are new to our organization or you have been a part of our team for many years, you have probably heard me talk about the “BSA Way.” From smiling and escorting patients and visitors to their destination, to achieving exceptional clinical quality in our Hospitals and clinics, the BSA Way is more than a set of expectations to which each of us must adhere. It is what defines our organization’s culture—a culture of mutual respect, dignity and service.

Whether you work behind the scenes or on the front lines of patient care, please take the time to read these pages carefully. Each one of us has a responsibility to hold ourselves and our peers accountable to the standards outlined in this Code: one person, one moment, one decision.

Bob Williams
Division President, Amarillo/Harker Heights Division
WE ARE HONEST IN OUR MARKETING AND ADVERTISING

At Ardent, we portray ourselves with honesty and integrity in all marketing and advertising.

Why It Matters

We work hard to help the public understand our commitment to communities, our partnerships with talented healthcare providers and staff, our compassion for patients and the quality of our services. Honest advertising and marketing help us protect and promote that image.

How We Care

In our marketing and advertising materials, we:

- Support any claims of quality with facts
- State our services clearly as to avoid confusion
- Respect our competition by never degrading or defaming other healthcare providers
- Accurately reflect the true charge for our services when relevant
- Receive approval from Marketing Communications
- Follow all state and federal advertising laws

No advertising or promotional material may use the Ardent logo, or a Hospital, pharmacy, physician practice or clinic logo, without a review by Marketing Communications and/or Corporate Communications.
WE AWARD VENDOR CONTRACTS BASED ON MERIT

Ardent awards vendor contracts based only on business criteria such as quality, price and availability.

Why It Matters

Many factors affect our purchasing decisions. Awarding vendor contracts based on merit is not only better for our business, but it is our ethical and legal responsibility. We must avoid even the appearance of improper behavior.

How We Care

We are expected to:

- Operate in full compliance with all laws
- Conduct business professionally and ethically
- Ensure vendors are aware of our Code of Conduct and related policies
- Refuse and report any gifts or money vendors may offer us in exchange for business

We expect vendors to:

- Win business based only on their ability to meet our needs
- Hold themselves to the highest legal, ethical and professional standards
- Ensure any subcontractors understand and comply with our policies and standards
- Respect patient privacy

One Person. One Moment. One Decision.

James, the Hospital CFO, is friends with Dawn, the owner of a landscaping company. James’s son works for Dawn. After the Hospital’s current landscaping company raises prices, James sends a request for proposals to several new companies—including Dawn’s. James receives seven proposals. Dawn’s company is the second highest bid.

James reviews the Conflict of Interest Policy and decides the best course of action is to remove himself from making the decision. He hands off the project to the controller but doesn’t disclose his relationship with Dawn. The controller reviews all bids that offer the same level of service, and ultimately goes with the lowest bid.

While James was correct to remove himself, he should have also revealed the potential conflict of interest by filling out the conflict of interest form and providing it to his supervisor and Compliance.

Learn more:

- CD005 Vendor Promotional Training (Non-Pharmaceutical or Medical Device Manufacturers)-CDCorp
- CD024 Vendor Access to Facilities and Product Introduction-CD-Corp
WE COOPERATE WITH GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

Ardent cooperates with local, state and federal agencies on any investigations, audits or lawful requests for information.

Why It Matters

We cooperate with a wide range of government agencies, from local law enforcement to state and federal departments of health and human services.

How We Care

When working with the government, we must:

• Be aware of and comply with all relevant laws, regulations, policies and processes
• Communicate truthfully and transparently
• Make sure to fully meet our commitments to ensure that public funds are used appropriately
• Respond in a timely, complete and accurate manner to all lawful requests for information
• Notify your Facility Risk Management Director, Divisional Compliance Officer, General Counsel, Legal Operations Counsel or the Chief Compliance Officer if Ardent receives a request from a federal or state governmental agency
WE PARTNER WITH PHYSICIANS TO PROVIDE THE BEST CARE POSSIBLE

Our facilities actively pursue relationships with independent healthcare organizations and physicians who may refer patients to us in order to provide the best possible care to our patients.

Why It Matters

Working with highly skilled, quality-minded physicians is critical to our success. As our values state, “We partner with physicians to provide the best care possible for our patients.”

How We Care

We expect affiliated healthcare providers to share our high ethical standards and commitment to quality care. In return, affiliated healthcare providers should expect that we will have the same high ethical standards and commitment to quality care as they do.

Compensation Rules

The government regulates all compensation arrangements between physicians and hospitals. Any compensation between a Hospital and a physician must be approved by Compliance and/or Legal.

Our compensation policies are transparent and fair. We will:

- Pay contracting physicians in a timely and accurate manner
- Pay fair market value for commercially reasonable services
- Require submitted invoices to include the dates and descriptions of services provided, and in some cases, the amount of time spent performing each service
- Ensure that payments are supported by a written, signed contract or fall into a regulatory exception (consult with Legal or Compliance)

We will not:

- Provide any financial incentive to influence a healthcare provider’s admission, referral or length-of-stay decisions
- Offer an affiliated physician a gift, bonus or any other payment that does not meet a regulatory (Stark) exception
It is your duty to understand the regulatory requirements before making or receiving any financial arrangement with a physician. Ardent has a comprehensive physician contracting process that you must follow. Questions can be directed to your Divisional Compliance Officer or to Corporate Compliance or your Legal Operations Counsel.

One Person. One Moment. One Decision.

Dr. Jones is the top cardiologist in the southeastern states. Dr. Smith, the Hospital’s Chief Medical Officer, would like to recruit Dr. Jones as the medical director for the cardiology department.

Dr. Smith meets with Douglas, the Hospital CEO, to discuss Dr. Jones. After interviewing and meeting Dr. Jones, Douglas and Dr. Smith agree he is the best candidate. Douglas sends Legal the contract to make sure it is within fair market value and has the appropriate contract terms and medical director description.

Dr. Jones wants to start right away, but Douglas and Dr. Smith are aware of Ardent legal policies and the Stark Law. They make it clear to Dr. Jones that he cannot start work until a signed contract is executed.

Learn more:

- Table of Contents for Legal Policies
WE PARTICIPATE IN MEDICAL RESEARCH AND CLINICAL TRIALS

We participate in medical research and clinical trials with care and diligence.

Why It Matters

Research relationships are governed by Institutional Review Board rules as well as facility policies, both of which prohibit any tampering, misreporting or misconduct. We understand that our data could affect thousands of patients for years to come.

How We Care

Researcher Rights

The research professionals we work with have a right to expect:

- High-quality information
- Complete confidentiality
- Professional conduct
- A collaborative environment

Research Participant Rights

Patients who participate in a research project have the right to expect:

- A choice about whether or not to be involved
- An explanation of all the services and options available to them
- A complete description of the purpose and potential benefits of the research
- Full disclosure of any and all risks
- Regular updates about their condition
WE COMPETE FAIRLY AND HONESTLY

Ardent competes ethically and honestly for business. We succeed on the quality of care we bring to patients—never through inappropriate conduct in the marketplace.

Why It Matters

Ardent believes in fair competition. In every business relationship, our quality should speak for itself. Strong competition keeps us on top of our game. The laws designed to maintain free and fair competition—known as antitrust laws in the United States—determine how companies can compete and interact with each other.

We follow these laws not only because it is the right thing to do, but also because violations can result in significant fines, damage to our reputation or even criminal charges.

How We Care

We have no need to resort to unethical practices. We always:

- Behave professionally and treat others with respect
- Deal fairly with all parties
- Avoid false or dishonest practices

We never:

- Hire a competitor’s employee to gain proprietary knowledge
- Learn confidential trade secrets and information
- Obtain competitor strategies and plans
- Discuss or negotiate pricing, bidding processes or the way we divide markets with competitors
- Make false claims or negative comments about competitors’ products or unlawfully interfere with their business relationships
- Use illegal or questionable actions to obtain competitive information
- Use our market strength or market information in any way that might unfairly harm or prevent competition
- Accept bribes or kickbacks

If we witness any attempts by competitors or colleagues to have improper discussions or make illegal arrangements, we immediately report them to Legal, Compliance or the Ethics Line.
We Care About the Law

Making the right decision in every situation is critical to our long-term success. Cutting corners, or rationalizing the grey areas away, never ends well. We should all have the mindset of “what you permit, you promote.” No matter the size of the issue, if you permit cutting corners, you are telling everyone around you that you promote those actions. Make the right decision!

Clint Adams
Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer
WE ENSURE THE INTEGRITY OF OUR FINANCIAL CONTROLS

Ardent understands and respects the need to follow the company’s internal controls, which are designed to promote efficiency, ensure reliable financial reporting and comply with the law.

Why It Matters

Internal controls and procedures are in place to protect Ardent as well as our patients, vendors, payors and shareholders. These controls help to prevent fraud, minimize errors, promote efficiency and achieve compliance with the law.

How We Care

To maintain financial integrity, we:

• Follow all internal controls or procedures that apply to our role
• Never bypass an internal control, even if doing so might seem harmless
• Immediately report any bypassed or overridden control or procedure to the Internal Audit Department, Compliance or the Ethics Line
WE MAINTAIN ACCURATE BILLING AND CODING

Ardent ensures the integrity of our billing process and guards against any false, fictitious or fraudulent claims.

Why It Matters

We are reimbursed for our services by a number of payors. The government, insurance companies and individuals all pay a portion of our revenues. It’s our job to fully comply with all regulations and to provide our stakeholders with accurate, complete and timely billing information.

How We Care

We have several devices in place to certify the integrity of our billing processes and guard against any false, fictitious or fraudulent claims:

- **Employee Orientation and Training:** Ongoing training and evaluation ensures that we maintain our standards. These measures also consistently reinforce the high level of quality we expect in all financial matters.

- **Billing Controls:** We’ve built internal controls into our billing systems. If our job includes coding or billing activities, we follow all applicable policies. We also have software systems that provide controls.

- **Cost Reports:** Detailed analyses of charges by department are required in Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement. They often include statistical data on patient numbers and provider reports that give our company additional insight into the financial health of our facilities and services.

- **Audits:** Routine billing and coding audits spot-check our systems. Government agencies and other payors may also verify accounts with audits. We cooperate fully with audits.

- **Investigations:** We proactively seek the truth when there is a report or suspicion of inappropriate activity. Outside agencies and companies may also request our assistance with an investigation. We cooperate fully with lawful investigations.

- **Destruction:** We will not obstruct or interfere with an audit or investigation by destroying requested documentation such as email, reports, handwritten notes, etc. At all times, we will provide accurate and timely information.
**One Person. One Moment. One Decision.**

John works in the billing department of a clinic and notices that several claims may lack sufficient documentation. He questions whether some of the billed services were properly coded. However, because of poor revenue performance during the last quarter, John feels compelled to help the clinic and submits these claims to the government for payment.

One of John's coworkers learns of John's behavior and files an anonymous complaint through the Ethics Line alleging that John has placed the organization at risk for potential violations under billing regulations.

Here, John had a duty to ensure that the clinic billed for services provided, the claims were properly documented and the clinic used accurate billing codes. If he wasn’t sure, he should have called Compliance or the Ethics Line.

**What Is a False Claim?**

Examples of potential false claims include:

- Billing for services that were not provided at all
- Billing for services that were provided but were not medically necessary
- Submitting inaccurate or misleading claims about the types of services provided
WE COMPLY WITH THE FALSE CLAIMS ACT

Ardent complies with all federal and state false claims laws.

Why It Matters

The False Claims Act (FCA) is a law designed to fight fraud against the federal government. Anyone who knowingly submits or causes the submission of a false claim to the federal government (including claims submitted to Medicare) is liable for triple damages, plus civil penalties of $11,181 to $22,363 per false claim, as of the effective date of current policy.

In addition to the federal law, many states—including the states where our facilities are located—have false claims laws. The prohibitions and penalties under these laws vary from state to state.

How We Care

We do not tolerate retaliation or harassment against any employee, contractor or vendor who reports an FCA concern. Federal and state false claims laws provide protection for reporters who are discriminated against in the workplace as a result of their efforts to follow the FCA or report a violation, including all relief necessary to make the employee whole.

Learn more:

- CD023 Idaho False Claims Act Compliance Policy-CD-Corp
- CD023 Kansas False Claims Act Compliance Policy-CD-Corp
- CD023 New Jersey False Claims Act Compliance Policy-CD-Corp
- CD023 New Mexico False Claims Act Compliance Policy-CD-Corp
- CD023 Oklahoma False Claims Act Compliance Policy-CD-Corp
- CD023 Tennessee False Claims Act Compliance Policy-CD-Corp
- CD023 Texas False Claims Act Compliance Policy-CD-Corp
- CD023-Attachment A - List of Ardent Policies for Detecting and Preventing Fraud, Waste and Abuse
WE DO NOT ENGAGE IN UNACCEPTABLE AND ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES

Ardent’s policy is to always follow the law.

Why It Matters

Following the law is more than mandatory—it’s the way we earn trust. Doing so protects our relationships and the honest employees who work with integrity every day.

How We Care

As ethical and law-abiding employees, we never:

- Accept bribes
- Accept kickbacks
- Let gifts influence our business decisions
- Engage in behavior that could constitute fraud, such as:
  - Falsifying financial or medical records
  - Ordering unnecessary tests or procedures for personal gain
- Steal anything, including company supplies, patient belongings or confidential information
- Fail to accurately record and bill tests, medications or procedures
Insider Trading

In the course of doing business, we may have access to financial information or other information that is not available to the public. Buying or selling publicly traded securities while in possession of material nonpublic information is strictly prohibited. This conduct is known as “insider trading.” Passing on such information to someone who may buy or sell securities—“tipping”—is also illegal.

What Is Material Nonpublic Information?

Nonpublic information is considered “material” if a reasonable investor would consider it important in making a decision to buy, sell or hold a security. If you have any question about what constitutes insider trading, you should consult our Insider Trading and Confidentiality Policy and consult with Ardent’s general counsel.

The Only Choice: Report It

Insider trading, theft, fraud and bribery are all illegal activities. Anyone who commits these acts could face termination and severe legal consequences. If you ever receive an illegal offer or witness an illegal action, you must report it immediately—it’s the right thing to do.
WE MAINTAIN ACCURATE, TIMELY AND COMPLETE RECORDS

Ardent maintains complete and accurate records so that we can make responsible business decisions and provide truthful and timely information to investors and government agencies.

Why It Matters

Ardent produces and receives large numbers of documents. We are committed to compliance with all applicable laws and regulations relating to the preservation of records.

Our policy is to identify, maintain, safeguard and destroy or retain, as applicable, all records in Ardent's possession on a systematic and regular basis.

Managing our records and information effectively increases operating efficiency, reduces risk and improves performance. When we take care with our records, we're complying with the law and improving Ardent's long-term stability at the same time.

How We Care

Everyone who handles a document has a responsibility to follow proper procedures as outlined in our comprehensive Records Retention and Destruction Policy. Everyone whose job includes records management must review this policy carefully.

All documents must be completed accurately, truthfully and in a timely manner, including all travel and expense reports. When applicable, documents must be properly authorized.

We always:

• Comply with internal controls and all relevant laws and regulations
• Maintain books, expense reports and receipts that honestly reflect financial transactions
• Ensure documents are properly authorized when applicable
• Submit records to internal and external auditors promptly and accurately when requested
• Comply with document preservation or “hold” notices

We never:

• Create false or misleading entries, records or documentation
• Make a payment or establish an account on behalf of Ardent with the understanding that any portion is to be used for a purpose other than those explicitly described by the supporting documents
We identify, maintain, safeguard and dispose of records in accordance with our records retention schedule and relevant laws and regulations. We must ensure that our records are:

- Easily accessible
- Organized
- Secure
- Never selectively edited
- Never discarded before they meet retention requirements

Be aware that not every document is a record that needs to be maintained—excessive retention of protected health information can create unneeded HIPAA Privacy risks.

**Subpoenas, Litigation and Investigations**

If we are notified or become aware of a subpoena, a pending or contemplated litigation or government investigation, we must:

- Retain and preserve all records relevant to the inquiry
- Preserve any records that would automatically be destroyed or erased (such as emails and voicemails)

One Person. One Moment. One Decision.

Mary is a clinician who works on a nursing unit and provides treatment services to patients. Mary has a habit of documenting in the chart later, sometimes even days after treating patients. She also does not provide sufficient documentation on some of her encounters.

Mary's charting delays and poor documentation resulted in a near-miss incident whereby the provider could have potentially harmed the patient by prescribing medications that would have likely caused severe adverse reactions.

Here, Mary should have ensured that her documentation was accurate and completed on a timely basis. Delayed or poor documentation could impact the organization's ability to receive payment from a federal or state healthcare program. It could also jeopardize patient care. Mary's supervisor should have taken action earlier and could also be responsible for any lapse in compliance. Mary's behavior may also be non-compliant with Hospital policy and nursing licensure related to timely documentation.

Learn more:

- [CD011 Records Management-CD-Corp](#)
- [CD011-A Record Retention Schedules-CD-Corp](#)
WE HAVE THE PROPER LICENSES AND CERTIFICATIONS TO PERFORM OUR WORK DUTIES

All Ardent-affiliated healthcare providers are required to have proper and current credentials.

Why It Matters

Our patients and communities expect nothing less than the best qualified caregivers, and we take every measure to deliver that advantage to every patient, every day. We follow the state and federal standards set for healthcare providers, including licenses, certifications and accreditations issued to attest to skill.

How We Care

To stay up-to-date, we:

- Keep our licenses and certifications current
- Renew credentials on schedule and fulfill continuing educational credit requirements
- If we work as contractors, make sure we are prepared to show proof of current status

You are responsible for keeping licenses and certifications up to date. If you become aware of an issue, contact Human Resources immediately.
We Care About Our Company

Lovelace Health System is committed to the health of our communities. It’s a commitment we must honor every day, with every decision we make. That’s why our Code of Conduct is so important.

Whether you work in a business office, medical clinic, pharmacy or at the bedside, this Code impacts you. Each one of us has the power to hold ourselves—and our peers—accountable to the standards outlined in this Code. All it takes is one person, one moment, one decision.

Thank you for your hard work and dedication to our patients.

Ron Stern
Division President, New Mexico Division
WE PROTECT COMPANY RESOURCES

We protect the physical, financial and technological resources that belong to Ardent.

Why It Matters

Our company resources enable us to execute our strategies and provide high-quality care. It’s not enough to have these resources; we have to use them well. Theft, carelessness and waste have a direct impact on Ardent’s profitability.

How We Care

We each have a duty to protect Ardent’s assets and ensure their efficient use. We use our information and communications technology responsibly by:

- Taking all reasonable steps to ensure that company assets are not damaged, abused, wasted, lost or stolen
- Always handling company funds honestly, responsibly and in accordance with Ardent policies
- Never removing company-owned property from Ardent facilities for personal use
- Ensuring that only authorized users have access to Ardent’s computers and network services
- Protecting our user IDs and passwords, changing them regularly and never sharing them or security credentials with others

- Keeping computer equipment safe and secure at all times
- Never trying to work around IT security policies and controls
- Promptly reporting any abuse or misuse of company assets to our local Human Resources representative, Compliance or the Ethics Line

To further protect these resources, Ardent reserves the right to monitor their use and to monitor all communications on company-owned systems.

Learn more:

- Table of Contents for HIPAA Security Policies & Procedures
WE SAFEGUARD COMPANY INFORMATION

Ardent takes every measure possible to ensure the privacy and security of confidential and proprietary information.

Why It Matters

Every day, we manage an enormous amount of data. Our continued success requires that we protect this data and use it wisely. Protecting the privacy of patient information and other medical data is part of how we care for one another.

How We Care

Confidential information includes confidential financial data, business secrets and other nonpublic proprietary information about Ardent. It also includes confidential information regarding Ardent’s business partners, vendors and patients.

In order to protect confidential information, we:

• Never use the information for our personal benefit or the personal benefit of persons inside or outside Ardent
• Carefully guard against disclosure of the information to people outside Ardent
• Never discuss confidential information in public places, such as planes, elevators or restaurants
• Discuss confidential information only with authorized personnel and only as necessary to carry out business responsibilities
• Make sure to use Ardent systems that are approved by the Ardent IT Security Department for all confidential communications
• Follow all confidentiality agreements—and reach out to Ardent’s General Counsel if a legitimate need to disclose confidential information arises
What Is Confidential Information?
Examples of information that is highly confidential include:

- Patient medical information
- Patient financial records
- Clinical information
- Research data
- Patient lists
- Information obtained from employee personnel records
- Pricing and cost information
- Merger, acquisition, divestiture and other financial information
- Company strategies
- Company passwords
- Information about Board and Board committee deliberations

When to Disclose
To maintain the confidence of our patients, affiliates and communities, we must keep information confidential and safeguard it carefully. We can only disclose confidential information if:

- Our position with Ardent requires us to do so
- We are authorized to share it with the person or organization requesting the information
- The person or organization requesting the information has a legitimate need to know
- The person or organization agrees to keep the information confidential

Trademarks, Copyrights and Intellectual Property
We respect and protect the intellectual property of Ardent and other companies. We:

- Use the name, trademarks and logos of other companies properly
- Alert the General Counsel of any infringement on Ardent’s trademarks or other intellectual property
- Never make unauthorized copies of copyrighted materials
WE AVOID CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

We act in the best interests of our patients at Ardent at all times.

Why It Matters

Conflicts of interest can cause serious harm to Ardent. Even the appearance of a conflict could put Ardent’s reputation at risk. When we make sound, unbiased decisions, we protect the trust we’ve earned as one of the best—and most ethical—hospital operators.

How We Care

We protect Ardent when we:

- Always put the company’s interest ahead of our personal interests
- Avoid even the appearance of a conflict of interest
- Ask for help if we aren’t sure whether a situation could be a conflict
- Disclose any actual or possible conflicts of interest
- Follow all guidance for managing actual or possible conflicts

Managing Conflicts of Interest

Most conflicts can be managed as long as we disclose them properly. Remember:

- Employees must disclose conflicts of interest using the electronic form. Officers must disclose conflicts of interest to the General Counsel or Chief Compliance Officer, who will:
  - Assess the nature and extent of the conflict
  - Advise management on how to resolve the conflict
- Board of Director members must disclose conflicts of interest to the Chairman of the Board.
What Is a Conflict of Interest?
A conflict of interest occurs when our personal interests interfere with Ardent’s. These situations are a problem because they could keep us from making objective decisions and doing our best work.

Examples of Potential Conflicts of Interest
Some situations are more likely to lead to a conflict of interest. Take special care with:

- Improper personal benefits we gain from working at Ardent
- Business opportunities
- Loans to employees or their families
- Business arrangements with Ardent
- Business relationships with family members
- Employer/employee relationships
- Outside employment with a competitor
- Personal investments with competitors, customers or suppliers
- Charitable activities or connections to government officials
- Payments from pharmaceutical, medical device or other healthcare companies
- Family members working in the healthcare industry

One Person. One Moment. One Decision.
Kelley, an ICU nurse and an owner of a home health agency, hires Tom, a nurse from the wound care department. While providing inpatient services, Tom begins to feel that one of his patients could benefit from home healthcare. But he knows that if he talks to his patient about receiving care through his new employer, it could create a conflict of interest.

Tom discusses the situation with the local Compliance Officer. He is advised that he shouldn’t have a discussion with the patient, since a physician should determine if there is a need for home healthcare. If there is a need, case management will ask the patient about his or her home health agency of choice.

Going forward, both Kelley and Tom must disclose their conflict to their supervisor and to Compliance to determine if it is manageable.

Learn more:
- CD014 Conflict of Interest Policy-CD-Corp
WE FOLLOW COMPANY GUIDELINES FOR GIVING AND RECEIVING GIFTS, MEALS, TRAVEL AND ENTERTAINMENT

We never offer or accept inappropriate gifts and entertainment to influence business decisions.

Why It Matters

Gifts can affect—or give the appearance of affecting—objectivity. However, we recognize that gifts are a common business practice, and that in certain settings, exchanging hospitality and gifts can build goodwill and strengthen business relationships. We follow appropriate gift guidelines that make sure our actions always appear aboveboard and honorable.

How We Care

Any gift we provide must:

• Be for a proper business purpose
• Be legal and accurately documented
• Be permitted by Ardent policies
• Be permitted by the recipient’s policies
• Be reasonable in value and appropriate under the circumstances
• Not be cash, gift certificates or other cash equivalents (exception listed in gift chart)
• Not be intended to secure an improper advantage or otherwise influence the recipient inappropriately

To avoid even the appearance of improper conduct, we:

• Never ask for gifts
• Never accept cash, gift cards or cash equivalents (exception listed in gift chart)
• Only accept gifts or hospitality that are low in value and given on an infrequent basis
• Never accept any gifts or inappropriate hospitality from vendors if we are a member of the team evaluating a procurement in which the vendor is competing

Questions about giving or receiving gifts can be directed to Compliance or the Ethics Line.

Gift Summary Chart

Assuming the offer of a gift meets the restrictions discussed in this section.

$300 Maximum total of gifts you can receive in a year from one person/entity without further approval. Any gifts exceeding that amount must be approved by BOTH your supervisor and your facility’s CEO

$100 Maximum amount of a gift you can accept without further approval. If any single gift has a face value more than $100, it has to be approved by BOTH your supervisor and your facility’s CEO

$50 A reasonable and acceptable amount of a gift card you can receive for a holiday or birthday or similar special event

$15 The maximum value of any gift you give to or receive from a patient

$0 Generally speaking, no gifts to or from government representatives
Gifts to or from Patients

Despite the bond that can develop with patients, any exchange of gifts can create the appearance of favoritism or improper incentive.

Gifts to and from patients are generally forbidden but on an exceptional basis may be acceptable if they are:

- Small in value and no cash or cash equivalent (generally, less than $15)
- Homemade or perishable, such as flowers or cookies
- Consistent with the patient’s clinical care
- Part of occasional patient celebrations that include everyone, such as a holiday party

Gifts to or from Healthcare Providers and Physicians

Gifts exchanged with healthcare providers and physicians are generally prohibited. We would never want to give the impression that a provider has special access to our facilities or preferential treatment because he or she gave us a gift.

There are some exceptions. For more information, please review our Provider Relationships Policy and consult with Legal or the Corporate Compliance Department before accepting any gift.

Gifts to physicians or their immediate family members are subject to strict requirements under the Stark Law. They must be tracked in the physician gift log maintained at each facility and discussed with the Compliance Officer or Operations Legal Counsel.

Gifts from Pharmaceutical Companies and Medical Device Manufacturers

Medical suppliers are important partners in our healthcare services. Many of these companies also offer educational and research opportunities that could benefit us.

These vendors should follow the principles spelled out in The Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers Code on Interactions with Health Care Professionals or the Advanced Medical Technology Association Code of Ethics.

Government Employees and Agencies

Complex rules apply to the giving of gifts, entertainment and other business courtesies to government officials, including employees of state-owned organizations. What may be permissible for commercial customers may be illegal when dealing with the government. Employees, officers and directors are prohibited from providing gifts, meals or anything of value to government officials or employees or members of their families without the prior written approval of Ardent’s Chief Compliance Officer or General Counsel.
One Person. One Moment. One Decision.

Michelle, an ICU nurse, has been caring for a patient during the patient’s four-week admission to the Hospital. Throughout the patient’s stay, the patient and her family have expressed their sincere appreciation for the care and attention Michelle has provided her.

Upon discharge, the patient’s family hands Michelle an envelope. Michelle puts the envelope in her pocket and doesn’t open it until the end of her shift, after the patient has been discharged. The envelope contains $300 in cash with a thank-you note for the services provided to the patient.

Michelle knows the Code gives guidance regarding offers of cash or cash equivalent gifts from patients. She understands she cannot accept the money. She brings it to her manager, who writes a letter to the patient returning the money and explaining that employees are prohibited from accepting such gifts. The manager expresses appreciation for recognizing the employee’s service. The manager also commends Michelle for “doing the right thing” and reporting the gift.

Learn more:

- CD004 Entertainment and Gifts-CD-Corp
- CD006 Approval of Gifts in Recognition of Volunteer Efforts-CD-Corp
At Ardent, we speak with one voice when communicating with the media, financial analysts, investors and the general public.

Why It Matters

To keep the information we present consistent, accurate and complete, certain designated colleagues are specially trained and authorized to speak on behalf of Ardent. By directing all media inquiries to these colleagues, we prevent misinformation or errors from being released to the public.

How We Care

Employees, officers and directors who are not official spokespersons for Ardent may not speak as a representative of Ardent with the press, securities analysts, other members of the financial community, stockholders or other groups.

If we are contacted with questions or requests from outside Ardent and are not authorized to respond to them on behalf of Ardent, we protect our reputation by:

- Responding politely and professionally that we are not authorized to assist, but will put the person in touch with someone who can
- Forwarding the contact’s information to Marketing Communications
- Never divulging confidential information about Ardent or our customers, business partners or competitors

Responding to Inquiries about Securities-Related or Financial Information

Ardent has designated the Chief Executive Officer, the Chief Financial Officer, the General Counsel and the investor relations head as the sole authorized spokespersons for Ardent. Requests for financial or other information about Ardent from the media, the press, the financial community, stockholders or the public should be referred to one or more of these authorized spokespersons. Requests for information from regulators or the government should be referred to Ardent’s General Counsel.
WE USE SOCIAL MEDIA RESPONSIBLY

We embrace the power of social media to build connections and express our points of view, but suggest being thoughtful before sharing any Ardent-related information.

Why It Matters

Social media is a powerful tool that helps people connect and allows our company to interact with and educate our communities. However, social media can also create risks and negative impacts. Every communication on behalf of Ardent has the potential to benefit or harm our reputation.

How We Care

Social media communications on behalf of Ardent should be handled by those with the necessary training. Posts should be thoughtfully prepared and vetted.

When using social media, we make sure to:

- Use social media time responsibly so that it doesn’t interfere with work commitments
- Clearly distinguish between personal posts and those officially authorized by Ardent
- Identify ourselves as Ardent employees if authorized to endorse our company, products or services

We never:

- Speak on behalf of Ardent if not authorized to do so
- Post photos of patients or any information regarding patients, even if we don’t use the patient’s name
- Post any photos of working areas that may capture confidential information in the background, because even if unintentional, this may be a HIPAA violation
- Disclose confidential or proprietary information of Ardent, our business partners or our competitors
- Make obscene or defamatory statements

Learn more:

- Social Media and Internet Posting Policy-CO-Corp
We Care About Our Communities

Each and every day we make a lot of business decisions, which can be challenging and complex or simple and straightforward. Our Code of Conduct and Compliance Program provide a hard line to help us make some decisions. If a decision would violate laws, regulations, our Code or our ethical principles, the answer is easy—don’t do it. If the situation is not black and white, take the time to ask our Compliance team. Doing the right thing, every time, makes us do well.

Paul Kappelman
Executive Vice President & Chief Operating Officer
WE CONTRIBUTE TO OUR COMMUNITIES

We are committed to supporting the communities where we live and work.

Why It Matters

As our values state, “We act with responsibility and accountability in the communities we serve.” As providers of healthcare, we are an integral part of those communities. We accept this responsibility and are committed to giving back.

How We Care

Everything from our admission process to our public policy efforts is designed to serve the communities we call home. Many of our facilities benefit from dedicated volunteers who donate their time and help optimize our patient care. Likewise, many of our employees contribute countless hours of service to the organizations of their choice. We encourage these efforts and consider all our community interactions an important part of the services we provide.

When contributing to our communities, we:

- Obtain proper approval before donating Ardent funds or making contributions in Ardent’s name
- Ensure outside activities do not interfere with our job performance or create a conflict of interest
- Never pressure others to contribute to charitable organizations

One Person. One Moment. One Decision.

Diane, a Hospital employee, volunteers her time working with a local charity. The charity needs office supplies. Diane knows that the Hospital is responsive to requests from charity organizations, so she asks her manager if she can put together a box of Hospital office supplies for donation.

The manager denies Diane's request. She explains that the organization appreciates employees' commitment to give back to the community, but charitable contributions with company assets or while on company time must be approved by the CEO. The manager suggests that they talk to the CEO about sponsoring a fundraising event to benefit the charity or other possible charitable opportunities.

After talking to the CEO, Diane and her manager are able to organize an event to raise funds for the charity. One hundred percent of the proceeds will go to the charity, consistent with the Code of Conduct.
WE PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT

At Ardent, we follow all environmental regulations and take responsibility for minimizing the environmental impact of our operations.

Why It Matters

Our facilities and activities have an inherent impact on the environment. In addition, our work often involves biomedical waste that can be hazardous if not handled appropriately. Each of us has a role to play in maintaining our commitment to environmental responsibility and safety.

How We Care

We can contribute to sustainable practices by:

- Recycling materials like paper, plastic and aluminum
- Reducing our usage of water, electricity and other supplies when possible—small steps add up over time
- Rethinking purchasing and other business decisions with environmentally friendly options in mind
- Reporting any improper procedures, hazardous spills or other environmental concerns to our supervisor or Facilities Management

Medical Hazardous Waste

We adhere to all regulations regarding the transportation, management, storage and disposal of hazardous biomedical waste. This includes solid waste as well as blood, body fluids, tissues, organs and microbiological and pathological waste. We must always apply the proper handling techniques when in contact with these materials.
WE PARTICIPATE IN THE POLITICAL PROCESS

We encourage active participation in the political process, which can make a positive difference in our lives and our communities.

Why It Matters

We all have the right—and the responsibility—to participate in the political process. Active political participation makes for a fairer and more productive society. Ardent supports every employee’s right to express his or her beliefs and engage in the political process.

How We Care

When participating in the political process, we:

- Always follow local and national laws regarding political contributions
- Never use our time on the job for our personal political activities
- Never promote or raise funds for a political cause or candidate on company property
- Never make contributions on Ardent’s behalf or using Ardent’s resources
- Ask Ardent’s Chief Compliance Officer or General Counsel if we are unsure

The Company’s Role

As a company, we exercise our political voice through the AHS Medical Holdings LLC Good Government Fund. This separate entity is a political action committee (PAC) that focuses on policy issues that impact healthcare and our Hospitals, clinics and healthcare providers. The Good Government Fund abides by all federal and state regulations concerning PACs.
One Person. One Moment. One Decision.

Susan, the marketing director, is excited about a particular candidate in the upcoming mayoral race. She has volunteered her time to help create signs, banners, bumper stickers and other items for the candidate. She is very proud of her work. Susan wants to inform her colleagues about her work with the campaign, including why they should support the candidate and how to do so. Susan brings some campaign yard signs and bumper stickers to work. She wants to pass them out to her coworkers and tell them how they can donate money or time to the campaign.

The Human Resources director walks by Susan’s office that morning and notices the campaign materials. The director reminds Susan that the Code of Conduct prohibits an employee from promoting a political candidate, cause, committee or party on company time and property. Susan thanks the Human Resources director for the reminder and puts the campaign materials in her car in order to comply with the Code of Conduct.

Learn more:
- CD021 Political Contributions and Activities-CD-Corp
Conclusion

We care deeply about each other, our patients, our industry, the law, our company and our communities. We are serious about our responsibility to act ethically and professionally. Our Code, along with our values and policies, helps us live these commitments every day.

The reputation and success of Ardent depends on each of us, every day—one person, one moment, one decision.
Resources

Toll-Free, 24/7 Ethics Line: (800) 633-2939

Or access the secured website:
www.ardenthealth.ethicspoint.com

RADAR is available for employees to submit a potential HIPAA incident.

Ardent’s Compliance Team

**Steve Hinkle**
Chief Compliance Officer
steve.hinkle@ardenthealth.com
Office: (615) 296-3378

**Michelle Mayes**
Amarillo/Harker Heights Division Compliance Officer
michelle.mayes@ardenthealth.com
Office: (806) 212-5240

**Amy Freitas**
Americas Division Compliance Officer
amy.freitas@ardenthealth.com
Office: (615) 296-3386

**Clarence Wilson**
East Texas Division Compliance Officer
cewilson@uthet.com
Office: (903) 596-3629

**Karen Bootzin**
New Mexico Division Compliance Officer
karen.bootzin@ardenthealth.com
Office: (505) 727-5598

**Bonnie Peterson**
Oklahoma Division Compliance Officer
bonnie.peterson@ardenthealth.com
Office: (918) 579-5501

**Ryan Wettergren**
Director, Privacy, Policy Admin and Compliance
ryan.wettergren@ardenthealth.com
Office: (615) 296-3176
OUR PURPOSE is caring for people: our patients, their families and one another.